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The record of quite a number of delightful
summer excursions held by members of the
Banffshire Field Club will be found in the
Club's Transactions throughout the gathering
years of its activities. That of today will
take a high place amongst them and will live
in f r a g r a n t memory as amongst the happiest
and most pleasant of them all. A variety of
beneficent causes contributed to that agreeable issue and one of the chief of these was to
be found in the locality that was visited and
in the special and valued privileges that were
Kindly granted in connection therewithThrough the good offices of Mr David T. Sam
son, the party, who numbered about forty,
were allowed not only to visit. Cullen House
and its inspiring and beautiful environs, but
by permission of the Countess of Seafleld and
the Seafield Trustees they had the much appreciated opportunity of going through the
magnificent mansion house and seeing something of those artistic and historic treasures
that, give it an outstanding position among
the stately homes of the land. Mr Samson
acted as guide and into more able, and interesting hands the party could not possibly
have fallen, for his knowledge of the subjects
to which he had occasion to refer was intimate and wide and the succession of fascinating narratives that he unfolded in course of
the tour attracted the interest and held the
admiration of everyone. Within the grounds
there were many objects of the highest charm
to be seen and as the afternoon was one of
the brightest and warmest of the season and
the woods all around were aglow with abounding wealth of leaf and colour, with verdant
glories everywhere at their zenith, it will be
understood how every element joined to make
the speeding hours a little interlude of the
brightest and happiest kind and there may
be appreciated as well the sense of refreshment that everyone enjoyed through the ex-
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periences with which they were favoured. Mr
Samson was accompanied by the Misses Samson, whose presence and manifold kindness
throughout added in a material way to the
whole zest of the proceedings of a fully occupied and most engaging afternoon.
Much water has run down the channel of the
prattling Burn of Cullen since that distant
day in the centuries that have gone when the
Ogilvie family left their stronghold by the sea
in the fertile district of Findlater for that
other home that has become the Cullen House
of to-day that we know. In t h a t picturesque
and in some respects the most interesting
fortress that is within the confines of the
county of Banff, with its bold promontory
washed on three sides by the sea, and so concealed by the inland part of the cliff that it
might easily be missed, the family throughout long succeeding years in the early days
of the national history of Scotland grew in
amplitude and power. When it was given up
as their chief place on residence is not exactly
known, but we have it from the Bishop of Ross
in 1578 that it was then "a castle so fortified
by the nature of its situation as to seem impregnable," while in 1662 Gordon of Straloch
called it a deserted stronghold—"deserta arx."
The stately and magnificent edifice of Cullen
House became the chief home of the powerful
family. Part of the house, near the middle, is
believed to be at least 500 years old. but the
principal portion was built, in 1543 or later, and
since that day of almost four centuries ago it
has been much altered and enlarged and improved in a variety of ways while a still
older building crowned the rock to the north
of the present mansion. Its picturesque situation, the massive and graceful castellated pile
of the Scotch Baronial type on its eleva
on the perpendicular rock, impresses the
agination, and the beauty of the scene is immensely enhanced both by the lovely wooded
landscape and by the waters of the burn
which passes here within a hollow rocky
channel, sixty-four feet beneath the mansion
walls. Over the stream a handsome singlearched stone bridge, built in 1744 by James 5th
Earl of Findlater, connects far-spreading
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woods, parks, pleasure-grounds, and cultivated
fields with the house. The noble and impressive exterior is richly decorated with carved
stones and mottoes; an old wiudow, on the
west side, has magnificent floral pilasters; on
other windows are figures of Faith, Hope and
Charity; and there is a group of Father Time
with figures of Youth and Old Age. The plantations and pleasure grounds, within the umbrageous recesses of which the mansion is embowered, consist of a great variety of lovely
woods, ten square miles in extent, and presenting to the eye a range of scenery which for
richness, variety and picturesque beauty is infinitely refreshing. Nature: has done much and
to her beneficent work there have been added
the embellishments of art, the happy union
producing a magnificent presentation that the
visitor can hardly look upon without emotion.
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War Relics.
The company met in the noble Entrance
Hall where Mr Samson in some characteristically happy words extended to them a welcome
on behalf of the Countess, of Seafield and the
Seafield Trustees. It was a great pleasure to
himself also, he said, to see them there and he
trusted that the afternoon might afford them
some points of special interest in connection
with certain antiquarian items in Cullen
House and in the policies, a kindly hope that
was satisfied in course of the next few hours
in the most abundant fashion. There were
many objects in the Hall on which the eye
rested now with curiosity and now with artistic interest. One to which Mr Samson called
the attention of the party had an association
with some of those "old, unhappy, far-off
days," but great days all the same, when Great
Britain threshed out her destinies of empire
with such of our auld enemies as France and
.Spain. It was a magnificent old chest and Mr
Samson read the inscription upou it—
"This chest, constructed from timbers and
clasped with the gun metal of one of the
battering ships burnt before the Rock of
Gibraltar by the red hot shot from the
Fortress on the memorable attack of the
combined Forces of France and Spain the
13th day of September 1782, belongs to L .
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Colonel Hardy, Quarter Master General of
the Garrison.
Another souvenir of a later and more terrible
struggle was seen in a small card tray, which
has associations with one of the most tragic
incidents in the British story of the titanic
struggle that came to an issue nine years ago.
For the inscription upon it is "Made from the
wreckage of H.M.S. Hampshire, foundered at
sea on June 5, 1916. with Field-Marshal Lord
Kitchener on board," Mr Samson adding t h a t
the wreckage was picked up by one of the
light cruisers the morning a f t e r the Hampshire went down on the rugged Orkney coast.
The large fireplace in the Hall is of lovely
tinted, pictorial Dutch tiles, not two of which
are alike. There was seen also an old lock of
date 1618. It comes from the old Castle of the
Boyne and in association with it is the dictum
"keep weil the key, The lock I trust," and a
right trustworthy lock it certainly seems to
be. Some old and interesting paintings are
also here, and of each of them Mr Samson,
had an appropriate word to say.
The wide and noble staircase has magnificent
decorations. Here a number of family portraits are hung, including those of the late
Earl of Seafield and of the Countess of Seafield. Here also is hung the flag of the light
cruiser Caledon which was flown at the Battle
of the Heligoland Bight. For four years, Mr
Samson mentioned, the Caledon had sailed
through the dangers of the North Sea, and the
flag she had flown in the engagement off Heli
goland had been given to the present Lady
Seafield by an officer of the ship en his retirement from the service. Here also are hung
some of those alluring and magnificent tapestries that are among the chief artistic glories
of Cullen House and which are regarded indeed as among the artistic treasures of the
nation. Every one of the fascinated company
had probably heard something of them and of
their universally recognised merits and they
were naturally, therefore, the objects of
abounding interest. A large picture by Gavin
Hamilton, purchased in Rome by the Earl of
Seafield of the day, was one of a number of
beautiful and striking paintings.
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Some Paintings.
From the staircase there was entered the 1st
Salon in which objects of beauty and interest
almost confounded the senses, so numerous
-were they, and each of them carrying its own
special appeal. One of the most striking contents in an almost bewildering multitude was
a magnificent piece of carving from the master
hand of Grinling Gibbons, he whose work, distinguished consistently by delicacy of finish
and by qualities of almost the lightness of nature, is to be seen also in the chapel at
Windsor, a t St Paul's, and at Chatsworth and
other mansions of the English nobility. One
might well hesitate to say at what figure the
work of this artistic genius might be appraised to-day but in connection with the magnificent piece of carving by which it is represented at Cullen House Mr Samson told this
almost astounding fact that it was purchased
by the late Countess Dowager of Seafield at a
sale in Hereford at the price of £l4 10s! A
painting was seen also of Mary Queen of Scots,
she who lives in Scottish affections for ever,
and some of whose actions were reproduced at
Craigmillar Castle last week. Almost with
equal interest one looked upon the features of
Mary Beton, one of the four Maids of Honour
whose romantic attachment to their royal
mistress and namesake has thrown such a
lasting halo of popularity and sympathy about
their memory:
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Four Marys erst were thine and each one meet
With goddesses in beauty to compete;
Each worthy of a god, if iron fate
Allowed the gods to choose a mortal mate.
The lady whose features we now look upon was
daughter of Robert Beton or Bethune of
Creich. one of the noblemen and gentlemen
who sailed from Dumbarton with the infant
Queen, in 1548, and who accompanied her in
1561 when she returned to take possession of
the Scottish throne. When in May 1566 Mary
Beton married Alexander Ogilvie of Boyne her
marriage contract was signed among others
by the Queen and Henry Darnley; the signature of the bride is "Marie Bethune" and after
her marriage she appears on record as "the
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Lady Boyn," the property of Boyue falling
into the possession of the present owning
family in the period of James 5th Earl of
Findlater and 2nd Earl of Seafield. The picture of Mary Beton introduced the company
to the sphere of romance and the feeling was
enhanced by another painting that was seen,
that of Anne, daughter of the Rt. Hon. John
Smith, sometime Chancellor of the Exchequer
and Speaker of the House of Commons. She
was a Maid of Honour to Queen Anne and in
1709 became the wife of Brigadier-General
Alexander Grant, 20th Laird of Grant, who was
one of the thirty representatives of counties
appointed to sit in the first British Parliament and who saw much service in the wars of
the Duke of Marlborough. Anne was slight in
stature, "a tiny lady" Mr Samson called her,
mentioning that part of the furnishings in
Cullen House were made to suit her size, and
showing to the company one of the evening
dresses worn by her who has been dead for
just 210 years.
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Two Portraits.
In the large and elegant Portrait Room there
are almost endless objects of attraction. The
lovely mantel-pieces and fire-places are made
of what we are accustomed to call Portsoy
marble and there was recalled the interesting
circumstance that the pillars of the Great Hall
at Versailles are constructed of the same material. Most of the paintings here are family
portraits, Ogilvies and Grants being both represented in the superb collection. One of
them is the work of Sir Henry Raeburn whose
portrait of Sir James Grant of Grant is a fine
specimen of the work of one who had for long
acknowleged pre eminence among British artists and whose paintings have of recent years
brought almost fabulous sums. In this striking canvas there are seen the features of one
who has come down the years as "The Good
Sir James"; he was member of Parliament for
Elgin and Forres and later for Banffshire; he
founded the town of Grantown in 1766 upon
what was then a barren moor; he entertained
Burns at Castle Grant, and when war with
France broke out in 1793 he levied the first
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regiment of Fencibles and raised the 97th Regiment. It was with great interest that tne
party looked upon the lineament of such a
man by the master craftsman of his day.
There was here, however, the portrait of one
who makes appeal in a wider sphere, one who
has passed down in national history and
whose name will always he intimately linked
with an outstanding British event. It is
Kneller's portrait of the Chancellor Earl, a
great picture in every respect it is of a great
and historic figure. This, the 4th Earl of
Findlater, who was created Earl of Seafield,
Viscount Reidhaven and Lord Ogilvie of Deskford and Cullen. a leading man of his day in
the public life of the country, was President
of the Scottish Parliament and thrice Lord
High Chancellor, besides holding many minor
dignities and offices. In his capacity of Chancellor, he was mainly instrumental in bringing
about the Union, and it was he who, on rising
from his seat for the last time as President of
the Scottish Parliament, gave expression to
the familiar, almost historic, exclamation,
"Now, there's an end o' an auld sang," although only a few years later he introduced
into the Parliament of Great Britain a motion for the repeal of the Union, a motion that
was lost by a majority of only four votes, and
that was founded on a variety of harsh grievances that found formal expression in the malt
tax. In association with the Chancellor Earl,
Mr Samson had an interesting object to show
the company in an autograph letter of Queen
Anne thanking him for the share he had taken
in promoting the Union of the Parliaments.
The letter, Mr Samson said, was discovered in
an old box by himself after it had lain for
years in the joiner's workshop, and he proceeded to read it as follows—
Kensington, January 28, 1707.
Nothing but want of time could have hindered me so long from thanking you for the
good news you sent me of the Treaty ot
Union being passed and ratified in the Parliament of Scotland. The great share yo"
have had in bringing this great affair about
deserves more thanks than I can express but
it shall be my endeavour to show you upon
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all occasions how truly sensible I am of all
your faithful services, of which the Commissioner and my other servants have given me
a full account. I have this day laid the
Treaty before the Parliament where I hope
by the blessing of God it will soon be happily concluded, though one must expect opposition from some sort of people. Sir David
Nairne will tell you or the Secretaries know
what passed to-day in both Houses. Therefore I need say nothing more on t h a t subject nor will I trouble you with anything
else at this time, but only desire you do me
the justice to believe I am and ever will be
most sincerely your very affectionate friend,
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Another old letter was shown by Mr Samson.
It was from the redoubtable Lord Lewie Gordon and was addressed to Thomas Innes of
Muiryfold calling upon him to provide men
for the Jacobite cause at the rate of one man
for each £100 of valued rent, a fraction to
count for a man also. Lord Lewis, so active
in the work of recruiting for the Stuarts, was
a notable personage in his day. Fourth sou
of the second Duke of Gordon, he entered the
Navy but threw in his lot with Prince Charles
in 1745; raised a regiment in his cause and defeated the royalist troops under Macleod near
Inverary on 23rd December of that year, and
then marched to Perth; he escaped from Culloden, went to Prance, and died at Montreuil
in
1754. A Banffshire
Geddes, a native of Arradoul in the Enzie,
wrote a well-known Jacobite song concerning
him, the first lines at least of which will lie
familiar to many people:

Oh send my Lewie Gordon hame
And the lad I daurna name.
Altho' his back be at the * a '
Here's to him that's far awa'.
In entire appropriateness with such things,
the company also saw an old Jacobite sword
that had been in the possession of the House
of Ogilvie; on one side there is engraved "Prosperity to Scotland and No Union," and on the
other there is the prayer "God save King
James the 8th," the said King James the 8th
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The party passed into the Kneller Room, so
called from the many works that it contains
of Sir Godfrey Kneller, who, on the death ot
Sir Peter Lely, became Court painter to
Charles II., and who lived to produce the portraits of ten sovereigns, including Peter the
Great and the British sovereigns from Charles
II to George I Some of those at Cullen House
are of the regnant Stuart family, but there
are also here portraits of William and Mary.
The antique furnishings of this apartment and
a beautiful old draught screen were some of
the numerous objects to which the attention
of the company was directed. Then progress
was made to the noble Banquetting Hall, a feature of which is the panelling of light and
dark bog oak. the latter from Cullen moss.
The Spanish leather chairs attracted the admiration of everyone and a fire screen of
sewed material represented a beautiful and intricate piece of work by artistic hands.
The Drawing Room is a lovely apartment.
A large mirror on its walls has won the highest admiration of authorities on such a subject. Here is a small sofa that belonged to
Anne Smith, of whom something has already
been said. The art treasures in the room are
of the most interesting description. There is
a noble portrait of George Jamesone, that son
of Aberdeen who, it is affirmed, studied painting in Antwerp under Rubens, in whose studio
he was a fellow-pupil with Van Dyck, and
who, however these things may be, has come
down through the centuries as himself the
Scottish Van Dyck." That painter of invincible reputation is represented by a portrait ot
that 1st Duke of Hamilton who fought lor
Charles I. and was himself beheaded after the
execution of the King, and a work of much
refined beauty is The Vestal Virgin, by Maratti. There is also represented here the wora
of Sir Peter Lely, who was employed successively by Charles I., Cromwell, and Charles II.,
and who from the death of Van Dyck was the
first painter of the day in England down to
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the arrival of Kneller. The fire-places in theapartment are of beautiful Carrara marble
cut from the rough by Italians who worked
at it in this country.
The Library is a large and beautiful apartment. It contains twelve thousand volumes,
many of them dating about the time of the
Chancellor Earl, of which period the collection
is perhaps unique. A feature of the adjoining
King Charles's Salon is an interesting succession of painted panels on the roof. In days
when lath and plaster first became common
this beautifully decorated roof was covered up
with the ordinary ceiling. More than half a
century ago part of the ceiling had come down
and the workmen who came to repair it discovered in the dim light a particular colouring
which, on the architect's attention being called
to it, developed into the lovely painted panels
that adorn all the roof. Some may be able to
recall a similar experience that happened at
Delgaty Castle. near Turriff. Mr Samson men. tioned that the panels had been restored by an
Edinburgh firm within the past month and
when innuiry was made of them as lo their
probable date they fixed it at about 1680. In
the same room are many lovely specimens of
Crown Derby ware. Here also is an old and
massive brass-bound chest, the national interest of which has been attested by a BritishMuseum expert.
No one has to he told of the association of
Cullen House with one of George MacDonald's
most entrancing works and every member of the
party therefore took special interest in climbing the winding, narrow, stone staircase to
Craib's Tower, where, in a little room a t the
top, there was born, according to the novelist,,
the hero of his great local story, Malcolm.
That is away in the heights of the mansion
house. Thence a descent was made to its
ground level by way of the Monks' Staircase,,
and there was seen the enclosed site of an old
draw well which was discovered in a recent
year when pipes for a hot water circulation
had to traverse its depths. The monks' corridors and cells were visited and on these a
number of mason marks were seen with interest.
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An Open Air Tour.
With the senses almost dazed with the wealth
of artistic treasure and vertu that had been
seen under Mr Samson's skilled guidance
within the walls of the House, the party returned to the sunlit open air and there began
a t once a new series of scenic pleasures. The
way was by the west end of the terrace, the
monks' tree, and Ivy Bridge to the flower garden, and as the little journey was made up
the buruside a succession of delightful sylvan
pictures came into view. From the level here
an altogether striking view of Cullen House is
had as it perches on the bold rock overhead
and peers above the green verdure of the
mightiest trees. One remarkable chestnut, may
be over two centuries old; it is now at parts
borne by supporting posts, at several points its
great branching limbs have taken fresh root
in the soil, and it is so massive that a portion
of it forms a fine archway. There is a lovely
view up the valley, memory recalling a vivid
picture of the prattling burn with its sunkissed dancing waters, of magnificent rhododendron. tall and massive as trees and bearing
innumerable gorgeous blooms, of mighty
ashes, graceful birches of a size that is very
unusual, of green and copper beeches delightful altogether in their blaze of summer splendour, and of pure and appealing lilies on the
bosom of placid waters. At one point there
was noted an outcrop of old red sandstone,
and, looking back, there was presented that
enchanting view of Cullen House that among
all representations of it must surely stand
supreme.
In course of the little tour the Hermit's
House was visited. The little building which
accommodates the venerable gentleman is in
course of being renewed and soon his residence
will be gaily thatched with heather. There
was a time in his giddy youth when he was
apt to take liberties with the visitor whom,
the appropriate mechanism being touched, he
enfolded with his arms, but such embracing
proclivities have of late years been denied
him, and now the most nervous of callers to a
hermit's cell may depend on his altogether sedate and demure behaviour. We wonder if
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any reader has it in mind to set up business
as a hermit! What the emoluments and other
material advantages of such an office may be
we cannot say, but in ease a project of the
kind may be in the thoughts of any one we
are in the happy position of supplying the
possible aspirant to the post with what he
might use as the draft of a form of application. When in the year 1822 the provision of
a "hermit" was first spoken of there was received a letter of which the tenour follows—
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Glasgow, 15 July 1822.
Sir,
A man here has not shaved his beard
Below his chin for the last 14 years and it is
now 4 feet 2 inches long, he is informed but
so incorrectly that he has not the address
but only that the Present Proprietor of
Cullen Wonts a man for a Hermit, therefor
if you will be so good as say by return of
Post if it is so or not and all the Particulars and the Noblemans Address, will more
than oblige Sir Your Humble Servant
THOMAS JOHNSTON.

address
Thomas Johnston
Ink Manufacturer
St Andrews Square
Glasgow
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P.S. this mans Beard
is allredy so long t h a t
he may be caled a Hermit at large. I hope
you will excuse this
liberty.
T. J.
The letter is addressed to Mr Anderson, Postmaster, Cullen, Banffshire, is marked "paid
Glasgow, paid in the country July 17th
1822.
Mr Samson showed to the company the original letter of this would-be hermit who evidently had been bearded like the pard, dated,
strangely enough, just 105 years ago the previous day, but whether he realised his ambition or whether he continued to cultivate his
beard in the crowded purlieus of the city of
Glasgow has not so far entered into either
local or national history.
The Pinetum.
The Hermit's House was passed on the way
to the Pinetum, a most interesting and attractive spot that may be briefly described
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perhaps as a plantation or collection of growing pine trees of different kinds, especially for
ornamental or scientific purposes. It is probably only fitting that at Cullen House of all
places there should be an institution of the
kind for the estate has ever been famous for
its extensive forestry interests both in Banffshire and by the banks of the Spey, and one
cannot forget that Sir Francis William, the
2nd Earl of Seafieid of the Grant line, was
known as the largest planter of trees in Great
Britain in the 19th century, the annals of the
Highland and Agricultural Society of Scotland
recording in 1847 that at that date 32 million
young trees, Scotch fir, larch and hardwood.
Had been planted under the Earl's direction
over an area of 8223 acres, his lordship being
on that account awarded the Society's gold
medal.
The Pinetum was planted in 1869 in
order to provide an object lesson to all interested in the science of forestry of the returns
to be had at various stages of growth of different conifers and they include some very
rare specimens from distant lands. There was
seen more than one fine specimen of the Wellingtonia, known as the big tree of California,
showing almost marvellous growth for its
years. In one case Mr Samson pointed to
what had been done by birds in picking out
the soft bark for lining their nests and by
bats following on and burrowing in the same
hole. Some great specimens of large girth of
the Menzies spruce were seen—of one of these
and a Nobilis close by each has a content of
about 200 cubic feet of timber. The Japanese
Umbrella pine was seen with a sense of wonder. There was specially noted also Larix
Dahurica, one of four specimens in Great Britain. It comes from the country bordering on
the perpetual snow line of Kamchatka. It is
a creeping form of tree, and indeed could not
in its natural conditions of climate stand erect
in a land where the temperature may at
periods range from anything between 35 degs.
below zero to 90 degs, in the shade, so that it
is essentially a creeper. One specimen of Japanese larch is 55 years old and may be the
oldest in Great Britain. Among other varie-
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ties that were seeu are to be included cedrus
Atlantica, thuya lobbii, abies, Douglasii, abies
graudis (a magnificent specimen), cypress Lawsoniana, thuyjopsis dolobrata (an unusually
fine specimen of the kind, for this, frequently
of a bush nature, has grown into a fine tree),
abies excelsa, abies nordmaniana, thuyjopsis
borealis, Corsican pine, abies Albertiana (so
named by Queen Victoria), abies pindrow (a
magnificent specimen, perhaps the best in
Great Britain), abies lowiana (another very
fine specimen), and pinis insignis. There has
hardly to be said with what interest this educative little area of the policies was viewed
and of the impression that it left in the matter
of the discovery of possibilities in forestry,
and there should be noted as well the presence
at this stage of the proceedings of the skilful
estate forester, Mr Mackenzie, who was abie of
course to say much concerning what was to be
seeu. In returning the parly went by the
way of the King Charles Well, a spring of
cool, pure water issuing from the solid rock
with the initials over it of C. R. II.
The company were next the happy guests of
the Misses Samson at tea. The kindly and
bountiful hospitality of the ladies of Old
Cullen was greatly appreciated and the refreshment so provided was much enjoyed. Before leaving Old Cullen the party had the privilege of seeing over the gardens there. At one
spot there was seen what is an unusual feature in a garden in the form of a patch of barley. For its presence here Mr Samson was
ready with an interesting explanation. In the
first Mount Everest Expedition there were
brought home some pickles of native barley
grown at a height of some 14.000 feet. Some of
it was sown out, for experimental purposes,
a t the high - lying f a r m of Aldivalloch,
in the Cabrach, and the little strip in the
gardens at Old Cullen represents the outcome
to the present of a few pickles. Each year
the straw is lengthening, due probably to the
favourable conditions of fertility in which it
is grown as compared with the rocky fastnesses of the Indian frontiers, and Mr Samson
mentioned that it appeared to have a particular attraction for slugs.
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A Kirk and Kirkyard.
The party then went into two divisions. One
section went to Cullen House gardens and saw
over the flower and fruit gardens, vineries,
palm houses, &c.; the other, under the kindly
guidance of the Misses Samson, went to the
near-by kirk and kirkyard of Cullen, both
very ancient and with many claims to historic
interest. The appeal that is made by the
church itself is one of the strongest that can
be presented by any Parish Church in the
north of Scotland. For more than six centuries it has figured in ecclesiastical history.
I t has intimate associations with the family
of Robert the Bruce; there are in the building
fine monuments to members of the Seafield
family; the aumbry in the north wall is one of
the most interesting of similar survivals in
the country, and adjoining it is Sir Alexander
Ogilvie's monument, one of the finest Gothic
designs In the North of Scotland. The Seafield
gallery, erected when the family removed from
the Castle of Findlater to Cullen House, is a
piece of beautiful workmanship with its carved
oak panels and illuminations. Those interested in such matters may like to know that
there are more than 30 masons' marks in the
church. In the surrounding kirkyard many
old and touching memorials attract the eye.
It is a matter of 60 years since it was closed
after having been in use for at least six or
seven hundred years. The number of lettered
tombstones is 162 and thereon are recorded the
names of 398 persons, a singularly small number considering the thousands who lie therein
interred. The old burgh cross of Cullen was
close by; the yard of the ancient grammar
school of Cullen came up to the churchyard
wall, and just at hand there is the one remaining small building of the old town of
Cullen t h a t clung around the vicinity of the
mansion house. The objects of interest here
had not been exhausted when the other party
returned from the gardens, all speaking in
terms of high gratification at the wonders they
had seen there, the heavy crops of tomatoes,
the figs, the nectarines, the peaches and the
grapes, and the tall and graceful plants that
find a home in the palm houses.
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The most agreeable of experiences have perforce, however, to come to an end. The hours
of early evening had arrived and under the
still glorious rays of the westering sun the
company gathered under the grateful branches
of a far-spreading tree. There, in a few eloquent and hearty sentences. Sheriff More, president of the Club, gave expression to the deep
sense of indebtedness of the members to the
Countess of Seafield and the Seafield Trustees
for the kind permission that had been given
them to see all the wonders, inside as well as
outside the mansion house, that they had
been privileged to look upon that afternoon,
paying warm tribute as well to all the skill
and kindness that had been shown in such
abundant measure by Mr Samson as guide and
host, and to the Misses Samson for their generous hospitality. These various tributes were
paid to the accompaniment of the warm applause of the party, who, led by Provost Gordon, also sang heartily "He's a jolly good
fellow." Mr Samson acknowledged the remarks
of gratitude that the Sheriff had made, expressing his satisfaction of the enjoyment of
the company, and then in the cool of a perfect summer evening, with the happiest possible memories of an unsurpassable afternoon
of enjoyment under the guidance of a gentleman who was tireless in his efforts to enhance
the pleasure of his guests, the company left
on their short and speedy run home to Banff.
One word more should be said: it is to express
obligation to Mr M. S. M'Callum, the estate architect, who in a variety of ways sought to
promote the success of what was in every item
a brilliantly successful gathering.
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